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Abstract 

“The sports manager is a much-discussed person, positioned at the center of sports issues, "incriminated" by 

the successes and failures of athletes, responsible for the process of performing tasks with the help of others, 

responsible for the degree of "training of athletes, but also their level of education". 

The sports manager is a person endowed with multiple qualities and a versatile training, invested to plan the 

objectives and tasks that must be fulfilled and achieved, then to outline the organizational structure that can ensure the 

achievement of objectives. 

It is essential for a sports manager not to lose his head and to continue to fulfill his duty, faithful to his 

projects and plans, passing over certain victories or defeats as over absolutely normal stages in his profession, to look 

at them all, good and bad. evil, with boldness and lucidity, because the greatest danger is found in the two states of 

exaggeration, the euphoria of success and the despair of failure. 

The experience of each sports manager is decisive in choosing the best solutions and not infrequently the 

inspiration of the moment is more effective than the examples presented in textbooks which, whatever one may say, still 

remain examples. 

Being a good organizer is a main component of the sports manager's profile, but before organizing others, he 

must be well organized himself, no details must escape him, and the actions must be carried out at random. or in time 

crisis. 

The sports manager is considered a true army commander, keeping the proportions for sure. After all, sports 

wrestling involves battles with many similarities in military art. Military strategy and tactics have been and still are a 

source of inspiration for sports managers.” 
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1. Introduction  
 
The profile of the true sports manager is very complex, with many features competing in its 

shaping. 
The sports manager is one of the dominant figures of the entire sports activity. Through his 

high qualification, with his specific personality and profile, but especially through his conception 
and work style, the sports manager is a decisive factor in preparing and obtaining performances 
within a sports organization. [1] 

As the sports manager works, so will the others, and that is not unimportant. The good 
organization of work and activity conditions their efficiency. Not infrequently, sports managers, 
who are very hardworking, have suffered failures because they have not organized their activity 
well. The lack of organization of sports managers has often caused real tragedies, leading to the 
loss of a champion title (lack of visions) or matches (absence of certain documents). Thus, the work 
and skill of the sports manager can be wasted if his profile is not completed with the trait of a good 
organizer. 

The many problems that the activity and life of a team raise cannot be solved by the sports 
manager at random or at the last moment. Usually, sports managers solve many administrative-
organizational problems, but sometimes, from too much enthusiasm, one can be seriously wrong 
and I think that only the sports manager is the one called to organize the work of everyone around a 
team. 
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A sports manager who knows how to organize everything meticulously makes a good 
impression on everyone around him, imposes himself and gets easier what he wants to achieve for 
the good of a team. 

Being well organized essentially means that a sports manager can anticipate and plan 
everything, finding the most effective solutions to the smaller or larger problems that may arise. It 
is not allowed to look at anything, collateral actions must not be minimized and especially 
everything must be checked and controlled. 

The mission of the sports manager represents the reason to create value for the sports 
organization, determining the evolution of the organization in the sense of transforming the vision 
into reality. While the vision externalizes an excellent, possible state, the mission expresses a 
programmable evolution, based on concrete facts and data about this state, strongly anchored in the 
economic, political and social reality of the sports organization. 
 

2. The personality of the sports manager 

 

Temperament refers directly to the level of reactions and emotional manifestations of sports 
managers in conditions of tension and stress. The temperament of a sports manager is, as they say, 
the first to define and, at the same time, the first to betray. [2]  

The job of sports manager is always carried out in conditions of tension and high mental 
demands. Under these conditions, some sports managers cannot control themselves much, leaving 
the realm of politeness and diplomacy, willingly or unwillingly, sometimes manifesting themselves 
almost instinctively. 

After all, sports managers need to make decisions and communicate them quickly to the 
entire sports organization. Thus it can only be an imperative and strong tone, a concise expression, 
without introductions and figures of speech. 

The temperament of a sports manager is constantly felt and manifested in current speech. 
The sports manager must "have a temperament" element capable of directly increasing his ability to 
mobilize and boost those within the sports organization. 

Characterization of the temperamental type in terms of manifestations specific to the 
profession of sports manager: [5] 

-sanguine type - is the type of sports manager perhaps most common in sports 
organizations, or which attracts the most attention. He is lively, mobile, he shakes a lot, sometimes 
maybe too much, but he does everything with passion, reacting strongly emotionally to all events. 
Dynamic and active, he may be perfectly organized and calculated in everything he does, but he 
works hard and manages to boost others around him. He is energetically dominant in the 
management of the sports organization, he intervenes categorically, correcting and dynamizing the 
team. In some cases, under conditions of nervous tension, his reactions are sometimes impulsive 
and perhaps even extreme, which presents the danger of some hasty decisions. Constructive and 
mobilizing, this type of sports manager has what we call personality. 

- the choleric type - is the type of sports manager with too much temperament. Particularly 
active, even explosive, he manifests himself as such, demanding full obedience from those around 
him. He works a lot, sometimes chaotically, "but he can turn the mountains upside down", and if he 
manages to curb his impulsive manifestations he could be a very good manager.nUnfortunately, for 
some sports managers, excessive temperament "betrays" them and prevents them from reaping all 
the fruits of their labor. Especially in relationships within the sports organization behaves 
somewhat tyrannically. Public events are often extreme, noisy, an element that stands out especially 
during stakes disputes. Choleric is easily and progressively annoyed to quasi-paranoid forms, 
turning the indications into observations, reproaches, vehement admonitions, thus sometimes 
contributing decisively to failure. His irascibility, leads to confusion, to collapse, is transmitted 
inside the sports organization, disrupting a mechanism that he prepared perhaps with a lot of soul 
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and care. The choleric type is, after all, a man full of good intentions, but only half accomplished, 
sometimes completely missed, precisely because of the serious shortcomings of an uncontrollable 
volcanic temperament. If he managed to curb his excessive manifestations and control his first 
impulse well, the most often explosive, unthinking, he could display his knowledge and skills. 
However, actions and decisions under the rule of nerves, outside the climate of lucidity are most 
often contrary to the collective interest and favor the opponent. 

- the phlegmatic, internalized type - is the type of sports manager characterized by a less 
shocking attitude, but a little better thought. The term to be internalized was also added, because 
there is a danger that the notion of phlegmatic will be understood in the sense of careless, which is 
not the case, because the sports manager employed in this type is a man who lives intensely the 
experiments, but has a great power of mastery, does not show on his face and in his behavior the 
states he is going through. This helps the sports manager to reason "coldly" and to make long-
thought decisions. It is ideal if it can transmit this state of calm within the sports organization, so it 
can create the premise for the team to express themselves at the level of common talent and 
training. 

- I didn't even consider the melancholic type, because such a guy can't be a good sports 
manager at all. Because it is known that the members of a sports organization need energetic 
impetus and even determined tuning in the moments when they are adrift. 

Character is a component of the personality in which we see especially the moral profile of 
the sports manager and is materialized in all his attitudes towards all those around him and with 
whom he works directly or indirectly. [4]  

The character of the sports manager is thus expressed through the attitudes and 
manifestations towards those around him and towards his own person, through the effort to adapt 
his own personality to the unusual situations of the sports activity, through the will to overcome the 
negative tendencies of the excess personality. that he is endowed. 

The sports manager must have an authoritarian, dominant character, but he must give in, 
when necessary, in the interest of the community, to sometimes diminish his own personality in 
order to have personalities. . So, the sports manager must show a lot of love and understanding 
towards people, it is necessary to have a sincere and friendly attitude, to be always correct and as 
equal as possible in affection with all, persevering and, especially, consistent and right. in the 
actions and decisions he takes. 

The sports manager must never forget that all those who make up the sports organization 
strengthen and judge his every decision, every attitude, every move and that he must always be an 
example for them. 

A firm, stubborn, authoritarian character, features absolutely necessary for a sports 
manager, without excluding humanism, love and, especially, understanding towards people, 
towards the problems they face. 

The predispositions of sports managers manifest themselves as reflexes, with which they 
were actually born. It can be said that a sports manager has inclinations or talent in certain 
directions or even more often he has a "sixth sense" he is an excellent negotiator, a good organizer 
in terms of designing action plans, having a special inclination to take decisions. In fact, they are 
the basic qualities of a good sports manager, which everyone should have, but, as it is known, some 
sports managers excel in one direction, others in another. 

The talent of sports managers represents the basic potential, it is the sum of specific skills 
and they all have it to a greater or lesser extent, in one direction or another. Talent is a premise that 
develops depending on the environment and, especially, the amount of work. [7] 

Capacities, as an element of the personality of the sports manager, represent the basic 
potential of the person heading towards this profession, potentially amplified through work and 
experience. Normally, we talk about intellectual capacity, perception, but the ability to anticipate, 
systematize, adapt and create can be added. 
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Intellectual ability, in addition to the generally accepted general sphere, in sports would also 
imply the possibility to judge quickly and to adapt to various situations. Called creative tactical 
thinking, but this expression does not include everything, because in the situation of the sports 
manager it is not just about tactics, but a broad and well thought out strategy in everything he does. 
Here we would join what we called the capacity for creation and imagination, an area in which the 
sports manager must show great availability. 

The systematization capacity decides the choice of the best solution. This involves the quick 
selection of variants, according to sizes and values, according to efficiency and possibilities of 
adaptation. Due to the multitude of problems, it is important for the sports manager to have a 
certain ability to detach the essential and the main secondary, the talent of the sports manager being 
to catch exactly the head of the thread from the  tangle of problems. 

The sports manager must also have a certain capacity for anticipation. Although the 
situations encountered are par excellence unique and unrepeatable, there are still several types of 
events and situations that follow one another in a chained logic. The experienced sports manager 
can predict what will happen, knowing certain elements and their probable repetition. 

The development of the imaginative capacity and especially of the one of anticipation and 
systematization makes the sports manager a true leader who, based on concrete data, can predict the 
evolution of events, is greeted with efficient measures. [6] It is essential that in this way it can act 
to prevent the unfavorable evolution of events. 

Perception abilities represent the possibilities of the sports manager to continuously use 
massive amounts of information to retain them, differentiating them simultaneously, using them at 
the appropriate time. Thus, the sports manager must be a high-capacity receiver, permanently open, 
able to systematize and classify everything. 

Skills are another basic element of the personality structure of the sports manager. The 
ability represents the ability to highlight the abilities of the sports manager, so it represents the 
basic quality of a sports manager, to capitalize creatively and effectively all the elements of his 
personality: temperament, character, predispositions and abilities. 

There is no sports manager who does not have, in higher or lower doses, all the elements 
and sub-elements of the personality, remaining only for him to possess the ability to use each one in 
a logical succession. Any performance obtained is not the maximum, any quota reached is not the 
highest, the sports manager is always dissatisfied. This creative dissatisfaction is in fact the 
dynamic engine that sets in motion all the strengths and knowledge of the sports manager, 
stimulating the desire for self-transcendence, professional development, constant search. 

The indecisive behavior of sports managers, half measures, managerial improvisations, 
exaggeration in search of the ideal model, as well as the dangerous mixture of reference plans and 
priorities are just some of the facets of a disease called the disease of unfinished work in sports 
organizations. [3] 

The activity and concrete work of a sports manager encapsulates a very wide range of 
problems, reaching, apart from the theoretical aspects and essential fields, the organization and 
administration, orientation and management, but also accounting-financial. 

The sports manager must have an answer, give solutions and frequently solve all problems 
concerning the sports organization. Even if some of them are solved by other people within the 
organization, only the sports manager knows what and how to do for the proper functioning of the 
sports organization. 

Many consider that "motivation" is an integral part of the personality structure of sports 
managers, which completes, but also appreciably increases the scope of the notions presented. 
Thus, this point of view can give a closer picture of the truth about the personality of the sports 
manager. 

This is all the more so as the motor elements that impel and maintain the sports manager in 
this profession with many moments of great nervous tension are particularly highlighted. 
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The notion of "motivation" generally refers to the energetic aspect that energizes a person's 
behavior. Under this term are grouped all the factors: psychological that predispose man to tend to 
certain goals and determine certain actions. It is a slightly more recent notion, introduced in 
psychology, but then embraced in many fields of activity, including managerial and sports. The 
sports manager must mobilize his abilities, all the psycho-physical energy reserves and even 
surpass himself in what he does. At the same time, it is necessary to have strong reasons to push the 
sports manager towards huge efforts, towards high peaks that have a fairly high risk 
coefficient.Thus, motivation is the reasons that determine a sports manager to embrace the 
profession and practice it at a certain level, without abandoning it despite the criticism and even the 
blows he receives. The profile of the sports manager and the way he understands them to work and 
make others make the special effort required to achieve performance largely depend on these 
reasons. 

Personally, I am convinced that the reasons that determine one individual or another to 
become a sports manager are decisive on how he will evolve further and will decisively influence 
his value and performance as a sports manager. 

There are also sports managers who approach this job a little tired and with nerves dulled by 
the stress of the problems they have to solve. However, their competence is not questioned, but 
their enthusiasm, hard work and patience, especially at the beginning, when the road is very 
difficult. 

I can never count a complete sports manager, except the one who has accumulated a wide 
experience, leading many sports organizations of all or almost all categories. 

In conclusion, analyzing the reasons that determine a person to embrace the profession of 
sports manager, we find the passion as the first and very important, the passion for that profession, 
which he practiced for a long time at a certain level and can not give up. 

Management methods aim at all the principles, rules, techniques and procedures through the 
use of which the work of sports managers is enhanced and improved. 

Regardless of the objectives set within a sports organization, if they are set, then they must 
be formulated clearly, intelligently and concisely, correspond to the strategy of the sports 
organization and its structural organization, be motivating and mobilizing, respond to a single 
manager , to have decision-making freedom in choosing the ways to achieve the objectives. 
 

5. Conclusions 

 

We conclude that the ideal sports manager, perhaps not yet found in sports 
organizations around the world, should be a man who brings together all that is best in the 
three types of temperament presented. The ideal sports manager is a sanguine  type manager, 
from time to time choleric and more often phlegmatic, if we bridge get such a combination, 
referring only to temperament, because there are many components of the personality of the 
sports manager. The sports manager must have a friendly character, the civilized behavior 
must be manifested in any situation, towards all people, towards all the staff of the sports 
organization, collaborators and towards opponents. 

It is especially important for the exceptional sports manager to have a "touch" of talent 
in the imaginative-creative activity in general and especially for the rapid adaptation to 
various situations, so a special sense of orientation - adaptation - creation. Simply put, the 
sports manager must think quickly, always designing plans and projects, always finding new 
solutions, in general for the sports organization he works for and especially for each member 
of the sports organization. But it must also make a lot of practical sense, because otherwise 
the projects risk remaining just projects.In summary, it can be stated that the exceptional 
sports manager is the product of his own work, to which are added some specific skills and 
inclinations. 
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The abilities, as an element of the sports manager's personality, distinguish a sports 
manager of value from a certain one, the former being able, like the chess players, to 
anticipate several moves forward, to solidly prepare his team for future events.  

Gradually, but still insufficiently, certain elements of management, marketing, 
mathematics, game theory, probability calculation, and others entered the sports activity. 

A modern sports manager uses the help of an increasing number of sciences, acquiring 
the knowledge that can help him in the managerial process, and when he feels that he can no 
longer decipher the subunits of a science, he must not be afraid to he asks for help from 
specialists, knowing that performance sports are becoming an increasingly complex activity, 
with more and more intense demands. 

Continuous improvement of professional training, completing knowledge, up-to-date 
information on specialized news are concerns that must constantly require the attention of a 
sports manager. 
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